
Frederick Classical Charter School 

Board of Director’s Meeting 

November 11, 2013 

 
 

In Attendance:  Tom Neumark, Holly O’Shea, Leslie Mansfield, Ginger Mortellaro, 

                          Sue Middleton, Jackie Piro. 

                          Rachel Sorenson present from 6:30-7:00 pm to discuss a private matter 

                          not related to public business. 

                          Jim Lindblade and Stephanie Straw arrived at 7:00 pm 

 

Quorum Established:  6:30 pm, 8445 Spires Way, Frederick 

 

 

I.  Meet With Rachel Sorenson 

      a) Discussion of challenges related to interaction with FCPS in the area of Special 

           Education. 

 

 

II. Communication  

A) Volunteerism: Concern had been raised over parent volunteers supervising 

classrooms. Non-FCPS personnel (ie: volunteer parents) are permitted to be in a 

classroom for a short period of time (20 minutes).  With a teacher present in the 

room in close proximity (next door) having a volunteer cover a classroom for this 

brief period of time is permitted.   However, a non-FCPS employee may not be in 

the front office alone.   

1. There is a shortage of substitute teachers on the list, and is an ongoing    

FCPS-wide problem.  We also recognize that we have a shortage of 

personnel in our school to cover in times of emergency. 

       ACTION: We need to have a pool of parents to pull from who are comfortable    

      and trained to cover the classes.  Interested people would need to apply, via  

      FCPS jobs site, to be in the system.   

2. We will follow up with our leads from the Volunteer Committee on how 

to approach this, and identify volunteers we already have who would be 

interested in pursuing this. 

3. Talking about leads for the Volunteer Committee-Hollie Mercier taking on 

less of a role come January. 

ACTION: Next meeting in December to have Hollie Mercier, as well as other 

interested possible lead volunteers present.  Hollie to present the Board with a 

status report on parent volunteerism at the December BoT meeting, which will 

include job descriptions for the various duties and level of participation. 

Ginger has offered to be board liaison. 

 

 

B) Facility:  Security system components are installed and operational.  Training for 

key staff is needed to implement security procedures correctly. 



ACTION:   Leslie & Chris will coordinate training with Force Security. 

UPDATE:  Training is scheduled to take place on November 22, 2013. 

  1. We have to be continually vigilant that all doors are closing properly.  Gary  

Coeburn and force Security make adjustments as necessary and have reported that 

these efforts are not resolving the issue. 

ACTION:  St. John Properties will be contacted for support. 

UPDATE:  On Tuesday, November 12, 2013, SJP repaired the affected door. 

 

 

C) Clubs at FCCS:  

1. MathCounts:  This FCPS-wide competition is something we are looking to 

involve our older students with.   It is in our application that we will 

subscribe to MathCounts Competition. 

ACTION: Jim Lindblade will look into what is needed to prepare us for this 

program; he has asked for 4 weeks, and will report back to the board by the 

December meeting. 

2. In response to some of the requests Jackie has received for school clubs, 

our stance is that clubs need to be phased in; we maintain that academics 

is our greatest priority.  Student assessments are nearly complete and to  

raise the achievement level to the expected standard will require additional 

time and resources.  Parents and students have expressed interest in 

various clubs.  Clubs will be initiated at the school in a manner which will 

enhance the achievement of the students and integrate well with the 

mission of the school.  The Board acknowledges both the desire and need 

for these activities and will request that parents and students be patient 

with this process. 

D) Staff Update:   

1. Teachers at BoT meetings:  we discussed having our meetings open to any 

teacher who would like to attend; all are in agreement. For the first hour of 

the meeting teachers will discuss academic progress, student behavior, 

parental concerns and other issues. 

2. Behavioral issues continue to be a problem-not doing homework mostly.   

Staff wanted to make the Board aware that the number of students 

attending SPS will likely be high in the initial weeks of implementation of 

the handbook procedures.  The majority of SPS attendance will be related 

to homework and uniform infractions. Unfortunately at some grade levels 

up to 20% of students are not coming to class with completed homework 

assignments.  This trend cannot continue if students are to be successful. 

3. Behavioral issues continue to be a problem in the bathrooms.  Generally, 

the students are treating each other well in the classroom and on the 

playground. 

E) Social Committee: Sue detailed the directives of our social committee (see 

attached). 

 

 

 



III. Review of Changes to Student Schedule 

 

a) Due to the schedule changes, specials teachers have the ability to keep kids in 

certain areas (multi-purpose room, library) prior to school opening. 

b) We are now having specials all day long, now that we have changed from .7 to a 

1.0 for each specials teacher.  There can now be greater flexibility to schedule 

Art, Music, and PE throughout the entire school day.  This allows for a needed 

adjustment primarily to the language arts and math instruction times which will 

benefit all students. 

c) $55,000 is the cost of these changes.  This is over budget, so we will need to take 

money from other area(s).  

ACTION: Tom moved to approve the budget with the schedule changes; we will 

modify our budget to accommodate this. Ginger seconded, all agreed and were in 

favor. 

d) Schedule change to take effect on Tuesday, December 3. 

 

 

 

IV. GORT (Graded Oral Reading Test) 

   

a) This is a reading assessment of the child’s grade level-fluency & comprehension. 

b) We currently use DIBELS.  Mrs. Straw voiced concerns over calling children 

“on-grade” or “not on grade.”  She is more interested in knowing if the child is 

reaching the benchmarks. 

c) Mrs. Straw voiced concerns over the way in which GORT results are compared 

to national scores; she sees little value in using this test as an accurate assessment 

of a child’s reading ability and level. 

d) Tom was concerned over our ability to give parents periodic feedback as to their 

students reading grade level and progress.  He stated that parents want this 

information, and he wants to provide it.  Both Ms. Piro and Mrs. Straw stated that 

teachers will be more than willing to discuss this with parents at parent/teacher 

conferences.  Additionally, it was discussed that the school should educate 

parents on the assessments that have been used and what they indicate prior to 

sending any data tables or scores to them.  The Board was assured that we will be 

able to report periodic progress to all of our students using the current 

assessments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. Enrollment 
 

a) It was suggested that we have a monthly report about how many students  

withdrew each month, how long our waiting lists are, and reason(s) people leave. 



  ACTION: Sue will provide this report at least monthly in the format of an  

  e-mail to our board members, Jackie & Chris, and we can also post it in that 

month’s minutes. 

b) Leslie & Sue gave the rest of the board the highlights of the meeting with Tina 

Sheehy of FBC, Inc., whose program we used to run the lottery last year.  

Suggestions were made to create an enrollment committee, as well as doing all 

correspondence with families on line, have strict deadlines for response, and 

have families who come on board after the lottery to enroll on-line for a waiting 

list number.  There was too much time wasted on phone calls and e-mails to 

parents which should be done via Tina’s on-line enrollment program.  Tina’s 

service is currently provided at no charge to FCCS as we are a primary test site 

for their product. 

 

VI. Staffing Change 
          

a) Our 2
nd

 grade math/science teacher, Debra Moore, is resigning due to a move. 

         ACTION: Jackie discussed her ideas for a replacement for Ms. Moore.  Jackie    

will follow up with Human Resources. 

 

VII. Find Out First 
 

a) We discussed paying $100 per month for Find Out First.  It offers a variety of  

Services: sorting duplicates,  having the ability for parents to receive texts for an 

additional charge, and the ability to check why an e-mail was not delivered to a 

recipient.  It also allows FCCS to create a link to our website, and we can 

control when messages go out. 

ACTION:  Jackie has asked that the board come up with 3 options for 

communication and present them to her.  She is supportive of Find Out First,  

and would need to be sold on a different option. 

 

VIII. Vandalism in the Bathroom 

         a) Acts of vandalism continue to occur in the older boys bathroom, and Jackie &               

                  staff continue to investigate the issue. 

b) The Board has approved a coupon book fundraiser to offset some of the repair 

costs. 

ACTION:  Sue will be having a meeting with fundraising soon, and will follow 

up on their efforts in coupon book sales to help raise money for the bathroom 

repairs. 

 

 

 

Meeting adjourned at 10:00 pm 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 


